• Imaginary of imminent threat scenarios increased fMRI signal of the dorsal midbrain.
Introduction
Studies of nonhuman animal species have provided substantial evidence of specific defensive behaviors depending upon the features of the threatening situation, which include magnitude, Aiming to verify the correlation between animal and human defensive strategies, Blanchard et al. [4] proposed a set of imagery scenarios that vary along the mentioned threatening dimensions. These scenarios were tested in Hawaiian [4] and Brazilian [5] healthy volunteers, and the results pointed to a resemblance between nonhuman and human defensive repertoires [6] . Perkins and Corr [7] used the same scenario set and found an association between psychoticism, as one characteristic of personality, and the evaluation of defensive magnitude which, in its turns, influenced the defensive choices and orientation to direction away from threat source. Animal studies have also provided evidence for neural substrates of defensive reactions [8] . Risk assessment behaviors are related to increased activity in forebrain areas [9, 10] . The midbrain periaqueductal gray matter (PAG), whereas also involved in mediating risk assessment behavior [11, 12] , is commonly associated with urgent responses, such as flight and fight [9, 10] .
A series of well-designed functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies found a parallel between nonhuman and human defensive neural processing. In short, they have shown that distant or potential threats are associated with activity in the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC), but as the threat becomes nearer and intense, brain activity shifts to the PAG [13] [14] [15] . In these experiments, actual threat situations were used. One study used a predator-prey videogame, controlled by the experimental subject [13] , and the other simulated a tarantula moving back and forth from one of the subject's bare foot [15] .
Knowledge about the neurobiology of defensive behaviors can be relevant for the understanding of mental disorders, mainly anxiety disorders. However, modeling threat situations in human subjects is not only expensive and possibly painstaking, but also has ethical and practical limitations. These shortcomings could be surmounted if mental imagery proves effective in changing brain activity in meaningful ways. Because reported evidence has shown that mental imagery can reproduce subjective responses and brain activity that are expected in real situations [16, 17] , we aimed at testing the hypothesis that brain activity elicited by imagined scenarios of distal and imminent threats would resemble that found in response to actual threats.
In the present study, we first measured subjective responses to imagined scenarios of potential and imminent threats, compared with neutral and pleasant ones, in order to estimate the ability of the scenarios to generate different threat dimensions. The same scenarios were then used as a paradigm in an fMRI experiment. We predicted that the imagination of an aversive scenario featured by potential threat would elicit activity in forebrain areas, such as vmPFC and amygdala, whereas the imagination of a scenario of proximal threat would engage midbrain areas, particularly the PAG.
Behavioral experiment

Material and methods
Participants
Twenty healthy volunteers (17 women, age = 28.5 ± 4.1) participated in this study. The participants were recruited by poster advertisements, electronic messages and personal contact. Individuals had at least 12 years of schooling, with no history of psychiatric and neurological condition. Participants were not included if they used any psychoactive substances and/or medication within two weeks before the experiment (except contraceptives). The local Research Ethics Committee of Ribeirão Preto Medical School, University of São Paulo, Ribeirão Preto, São Paulo, Brazil, approved the study and written informed consent was obtained from all participants.
Mental imagery paradigm
The mental imagery paradigm was composed of four scenarios, two of them extracted from the Defensive Behavior Questionnaire [4] . One scenario represented an imminent threat (scenario Elevator) and another potential threat (scenario Noise). These scenarios have been chosen because, in previous studies [4, 5] , the former was evaluated as the highest magnitude of threat and the lowest possibility of escape and of finding a hiding place; the latter was rated as the most ambiguous scenario. The most frequently recorded response to the Elevator scenario was defensive attack and to Noise, checking out. The other two scenarios represented an intended neutral scenario (Meeting) and a pleasant scenario (Beach), situations constructed to the study in order to contrast with the threat scenarios. a) Meeting (neutral scenario): "It is night and you are alone at home watching TV. The phone rings and when you answer the phone it is a co-worker confirming the meeting the next morning". b) Noise (potential threat scenario): "Late at night, it is dark and you are sleeping alone in your bed. You suddenly wake up feeling that you heard a suspicious noise". c) Elevator (imminent threat scenario): "Late at night, you're alone in an elevator. When it stops and the doors open, a rough looking stranger gets in fast to attack you, blocking your exit". d) Beach (pleasant scenario): "You are alone and slowly walking along a beach. It is the end of the day and, on the horizon, you can see the sunset. Some children invite you to complete their group that is playing volleyball".
A standard set of instructions was provided to all participants as follows: "You will hear the script of a situation that we can go through. Listen to it carefully and focus on it. Imagine yourself taking part in the situation, as if it were real. Imagine the most likely feelings and reactions you would have to it, the more spontaneous responses. Once you are imagining the depicted scene, stir a finger of your right hand. Remain focused and imagining yourself in the scenario until you receive instructions to stop."
To elicit emotional arousal, a professional actor recorded an audio describing each script aloud, giving emotional tone to each situation.
Hedonic valence and arousal and quality of the mental imagery
Assessments of the hedonic valence and the arousal caused by each scenario were made with Likert-type scales based on the concept that underlies the work of Lang and coworkers [18] . The anchors of the valence scale varied from 1 (unpleasant) to 9 (pleasant), and of the arousal scale from 1 (calm) to 9 (excited).
An estimative of quality of the generated mental images was assessed through a Likert-type scale, anchored from 1 to 9, as previously proposed [19] . Seven qualities were evaluated: (a) the ease in forming the mental imagery (1 = very easy, 9 = very difficult); (b) the amount of details included in the mental imagery task (1 = highly detailed, 9 = without any detail); (c) the clarity in the image displayed (1 = very sharp, 9 = very vague); (d) the ease of maintenance of the imagery during the period proposed (1 = very easy, 9 = very difficult); (e) the changes in the detail amount during the task (1 = nothing at all, 9 = dramatic change); (f) how much of the information provided by the script was used in the imagination of the situation described in each scenario (1 = all the script, 9 = just a small portion of the script), and (g) the size of the mental imagery set (1 = very small, 9 = very large).
Subjective mood measures
Subjective states were assessed by two easy to understand and quick to administer scales, the Visual Analogue Mood Scale (VAMS) [20, 21] and the Bodily Symptoms Scale (BSS) [22] .
The VAMS is composed of 16 items, each item featured by opposite adjectives, separated by a 100 mm line. The volunteer is asked to draw a dash on the line to represent his/her current feeling. The scale is composed of four factors: (a) anxiety (3 items: calm-excited, relaxed-tense; tranquil-troubled); (b) sedation (2 items: alert-drowsy; attentive-dreamy); (c) cognitive impairment (7 items: clear headed-muzzy; energetic-lethargic; gregarious-withdrawn; proficient-incompetent; quick witted-mentally slow; strong-feeble, well-coordinated-clumsy), and (d) discomfort (4 items: amicable-antagonistic; contented-discontented; happy-sad; interested-bored) [22, 23] .
The BSS is composed of 21 items that describe somatic symptoms related to anxiety: fatigue, weakness, lethargy, headache, muscle tension, tremor, hunger, thirst, coordination difficulty, perspiration, palpitation, dyspnea, agitation, urinary urgency, nausea, dry mouth, blurred vision, dizziness, defecation urgency, dysuria and paresthesia. There are six possible responses to each item, which vary from 0 (no symptom) to 5 (extremely marked symptoms) [22] .
Experimental design
For setting habituation, participants were asked to sit comfortably and relax for 15 min. They were told that they would be listening to different scenario vignettes, and that they should imagine (eyes closed) as if they were the main character of the described situations.
Each scenario was played twice (iPod Nano ® , Apple Inc.), in a pseudo random order. The scripts lasted from 12 to 19 s (listening phase), which was followed by 30 s of mental imagery (imagery phase). The volunteer signaled with the right hand that he/she was picturing the scene. Resting intervals of five minutes were provided after imagining each scenario.
VAMS and BSS were scored by the participants before the listening phase and at the end of the imagery phase for each scenario. The quality of the generated mental image, and the hedonic valence and arousal were assessed immediately after the imagery phase.
Data analysis
Data were analyzed with the Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS, version 17.0 for Windows). Quality of mental imagery, hedonic valence and arousal, subjective measures (VAMS and BSS) were submitted to repeated measures ANOVA with GreenhouseGeisser correction. Post hoc comparisons were performed with the Bonferroni correction. Scenario (four) and time (two: before listening and after imagery phase) constituted the within factors. Paired Student's t-tests were used for post hoc comparisons when the scenario vs. time interaction was significant. Values of p < 0.05 were considered statistically significant.
Results
Hedonic valence and arousal and quality of the mental imagery
As seen in Fig. 1A , there were significant differences regarding the valence attributed to each scenario [F (3, 50) = 62.35, p < 0.001]. Pleasant scenario was perceived as the most appetitive (vs. neutral, p < 0.001; vs. potential threat p < 0.001; vs. imminent threat p < 0.001). Imminent threat was described as more aversive than neutral scenario (p < 0.001), and there was a trend to significant difference from potential threat (p = 0.059). Neutral scenario was significantly more appetitive than potential threat (p = 0.007).
Arousal caused by the mental imagery (Fig. 1B) was also significantly different among the scenarios [F (2,42) = 19.49, p < 0.001]. Post hoc analyses showed that these differences stem from pleasant scenario, which was rated by the participants as the less exciting, near the experience of feeling calm (vs. imminent threat, p < 0.001; vs. neutral scenario, p = 0.028; vs. potential threat, p < 0.001).
Qualities of the scenarios were well evaluated suggesting that the settings of the scenarios were appropriate. As seen in Table 1 , significant differences were found in one of the seven assessed qualities of the mental imagery of the scenarios. All scenarios were perceived as easily imagined, detailed and easily maintained along with the experimental procedures. There were some changes in the details across time, but the majority of the information provided by the script was used in the mental imagery of the scenarios, which were imagined in medium size. Only the clarity of the mental representations differed significantly among the scenarios [F (2,45) = 4.84, p = 0.009] . The imagination of the pleasant scenario was reported to be sharper than the scenario with the potential threat (p = 0.025), and the imminent threat was imagined more clearly than neutral situation (p = 0.016) and potential threat (p = 0.010).
Subjective mood measures
Fig . 1C shows that the scenarios changed subjective anxiety [F (2,37) = 3.77, p = 0.03], and that these changes were dependent on time and scenario [time vs. scenario F (1,28) = 10.04, p = 0.01]. Post hoc t-tests showed a decrease in anxiety, measured by VAMS, after mental imagery of the scenario pleasant (p < 0.01), and an increase after imminent (p < 0.02) and potential threats (p = 0.01).
The remaining VAMS factors are shown in Table 2 . Overall, participants reported higher cognitive impairments before than after imagining every scenario [time F (1, 16) 
Neuroimaging experiment
Materials and methods
Participants
Thirty-six volunteers were initially screened for the study. Ten were excluded due to use of illicit substances [2] , medical conditions [1] , use of psychotropic medication [1] , use of fixed orthodontic appliances [1] and impediments for scheduling the scanning [5] .
The scanning session was scheduled for 26 participants. Five participants did not attend on the scheduled date and two were not able to finish the scanning due to claustrophobic reactions.
Nineteen [19] healthy participants (12 women, 26.1 ± 4.3 years old) took part in the fMRI experiment. They had a minimum of 13 years of formal schooling and reported no use of medication other than contraceptives. After exclusion due to excessive head movements, analysis was conducted with 16 participants.
Experimental design
During image acquisition, participants were asked to stay awake, still, and as comfortable as possible, with eyes closed throughout the experiment. E-Prime 1.1 software [24] was used for the adaptation to the scanner environment of the scenarios . *Pleasant scenario < all; (C) Subjective anxiety factor of the VAMS before (empty columns) and after (filled columns) the mental imagery task. *Before / = after to imminent, potential threats and pleasant scenario; (D) Bodily symptoms before (empty columns) and after (filled columns) mental imagery task. *Before < after to imminent threat. False positive probability set to 0.05.
Table 1
Subjective qualities attributed by healthy volunteers to mental imagery scenarios related to a neutral content, a potential threat, an imminent threat and a pleasant situation. Easiness: 1 = very easy, 9 = very difficult; Details: 1 = highly detailed, 9 = without any detail; Clarity: 1 = very sharp, 9 = very vague; Maintenance: 1 = very easy, 9 = very difficult; Changes: 1 = nothing at all; 9 = dramatic change; Information use: 1 = all the script; 9 = just a small portion of the script, Imagery size: 1 = very small; 9 = very large. Data represent mean (standard error of the mean). Bold characters signal statistically significant differences. described in the behavioral experiment. Each scenario was presented for 15 s (listening phase), followed by a mental imagery phase (30 s). In a block design paradigm, the scenarios were presented in the following order: neutral (Meeting) -potential (Noise) -imminent (Elevator) -pleasant (Beach). This sequence of presentation of the scenarios was repeated three times. Between the presentation of each scenario there was an interval consisting of a 30-s of monotonic auditory stimuli, when letters were spoken at random order. This resting block was also set at the beginning and at the end of the functional run. The entire fMRI task session lasted approximately 20 min. At the end of scanning, we debriefed the volunteer about imagery experience and hedonic valence and arousal rating of each scenario as additional measures. We did not include subjective measures during the fMRI session in order to avoid increasing the time expend by the participant inside the scanner, which could result in fatigue and inattentiveness on the task.
Neuroimaging data acquisition
Structural and functional images were acquired in a 3T MRI scanner (Philips, Achieva, The Netherlands), with an 8-channel head coil. A high-resolution T1 weighted gradient echo 3D sequence was acquired with the following parameters: 180 sagittal 1 mm slices, 256 × 256 matrix, TR = 5.7 ms, TE = 2.6 ms. The fMRI acquisition used an EPI sequence with soft-tone parameter, which allowed for continuous acquisition and 12 dB noise attenuation: 32 axial slices (4 mm), 80 × 80 matrix, 240 × 240 mm, TR/TE 2000/30 ms, 80 • flip angle.
Data analysis
Behavioral data at the fMRI experiment were analyzed with SPSS 17.0. Hedonic valence and arousal were submitted to repeated measures ANOVA with Greenhouse-Geisser correction and post hoc comparisons with Bonferroni correction.
Functional magnetic resonance imaging data were preprocessed and analyzed using Brain Voyager v. 2.8 (Brain Innovation, Maastricht, Netherlands). For pre-processing, volumes were corrected for motion, slice time, and spatially smoothed with a Gaussian Filter (FWHM = 6 mm). Three participants moved more than 2 mm or 2 • and were excluded from analysis.
The EPI dataset was co-registered with the individual 3D T1 structural image, and were spatially normalized into the Talairach space [25] . Group analysis during the imagery phase was performed using random effects General Linear Model (GLM). Resting blocks were used as baseline when subjects had just to listen to letters in a random order. This was set to avoid priming and carry-on effects from one scenario to the other. Also, this would keep the auditory stimulation at baseline, favoring the identification of relevant areas for emotional processing during the imagery phase.
The effects of the tasks were evaluated using a whole brain approach considering six orthogonal contrasts: potential threat vs. pleasant scenario; imminent threat vs. pleasant scenario; neutral scenario vs. pleasant scenario; potential threat vs. neutral scenario; imminent threat vs. neutral scenario; and imminent threat vs. potential threat. Also, a conjunction analysis was calculated considering the imminent threat as the first condition and the combination of the remaining three scenarios as the second (imminent > potential threat plus neutral plus pleasant scenarios). The statistical significance of clusters in each contrast was assessed using a random-effects model. A plugin in BrainVoyager for estimating Cluster-Level Statistical Threshold was used to control for multiple comparisons. Using Monte Carlo simulation (500 iterations), the plugin estimates the rate for false-discovery (FDR), defining a minimum cluster-size necessary to produce an effective alpha smaller than 5%. In order to assess the influence of areas previously identified as important in the modulation of scenery perception, four brain areas were chosen in the following volumes of interest (VOIs): the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) (x = ±9, y = 41, z = 8), vmPFC (x = −1, y = 51, z = −1), amygdala (x = ±23, y = 0, z = −15) and PAG (x = −6, y = −30, z = −5). The choice was based on previous nonhuman [26, 27] and human studies [13, 14] and, when needed, MNI coordinates were transformed into the Talairach space using Brett algorithm [28] . A box was drawn around each of these coordinates, whose size varied from 125 to 719, depending on the anatomical location and the specificity required. Post hoc analysis inspected for changes on the average ␤-values obtained from each of these VOIs. The analysis was separately performed in the listening and imagery phases, and compared each scenario. Statistical significance was set for alpha smaller than 5%, corrected for multiple comparisons across VOIs.
Results
Hedonic valence and arousal
In line with the behavioral experiment, significant differences were found among the scenarios for both valence [F (2, 34) Table 3) . Valence scales points to the pleasant scenario as the most appetitive (vs. neutral p = 0.021; vs. potential p < 0.001; vs. imminent p < 0.001) and imminent threat as the most aversive (vs. neutral p < 0.01; vs. potential p = 0.053). The scenario neutral was located near the middle of the scale, and differed from potential (p < 0.001). As for arousal, pleasant was the less exciting (vs. neutral p < 0.001; vs. potential p = 0.008; vs. imminent p < 0.001), and imminent received the highest arousal scores (vs. neutral p < 0.001; vs. potential p = 0.032). Neutral was significantly less exciting than potential (p < 0.001) ( Table 3) .
3.4.2. Neuroimaging results 3.4.2.1. Whole−brain contrasts. Whole brain voxel-wise maps were calculated to further explore specific brain areas depending on the scenario. In regions where the BOLD signals were most disparate between scenarios, we calculated the mean BOLD change across all voxels in the surviving cluster (cluster-wise correction, p < 0.05). See Table 4 for coordinates and values on significant regions of activation in the proposed orthogonal contrasts. Contrasts between threatening scenarios involved widespread whole brain areas, from frontal to subcortical regions, including amygdala and PAG (Figs. 2 and 3) .
We performed contrasts between the most disparate scenarios in terms of arousal and valence. Thus, the three first comparisons were made against proximal threat (Elevator). The contrast of imminent > potential threat revealed significant clusters (p < 0.05, corrected) in the right middle temporal gyrus, while the inverse contrast (potential > imminent threat) indicated to significant clusters in the right superior occipital gyrus, and intraparietal sulcus ( Fig. 2A) . A contrast of imminent threat > neutral showed greater differential BOLD signal activation in a region in the left superior temporal gyrus, left cerebellum, left occipital, right superior temporal gyrus and brain stem (PAG/thalamus) (p < 0.01, corrected). The inverse contrast (neutral > imminent threat) showed greater activation in the right intraparietal sulcus (Fig. 2B) . The third contrast involving proximal threat compared it to the most pleasant one. Resulting significant clusters for imminent > pleasant were found in left inferior parietal lobe, right middle temporal gyrus, right cerebellum, and brain stem. The inverse contrast (pleasant > imminent threat) showed one cluster in the right inferior parietal lobe (Fig. 2C ). All maps were corrected at the cluster level with the BrainVoyager plugin (p < 0.05, corrected).
Other three contrasts were performed to compare specific activations between less arousing scenarios. The first was potential threat > neutral scenario Significant clusters were found in the parahippocampal gyrus and in posterior cingulate gyrus bilaterally and in the right mid-insula (Fig. 3A) . No cluster was found for the inverse contrast (neutral > potential threat).
The contrast neutral > pleasant revealed clusters in left lateral inferior parietal cortex and in the right inferior parietal lobe (p < 0.05, corrected). The inverse contrast (pleasant > neutral) showed a significant cluster in the left hippocampus (Fig. 3B) .
Finally, the contrast potential threat > pleasant scenario indicated one significant cluster in the left inferior parietal lobe (p < 0.05, corrected).
A conjunction contrast was performed to test for regions that were more strongly active during imminent threat than all other scenarios (imminent > distal plus neutral plus pleasant). This conjunction contrast showed significantly greater activation in brain stem, cerebellum and medial frontal (p < 0.05, corrected). The inverse contrast showed significant clusters in bilateral middle temporal and posterior cingulate cortex. Detailed information about the clusters found in the contrasts and conjunction contrast is given in Table 4 . 
VOI analysis.
VOI analysis showed that imagination of the scenarios did not change significantly in the ACC, bilaterally, for all contrasts (Table 5 ). Significant changes were observed in the vmPFC when imminent threat was contrasted with a pleasant situation ( Fig. 4A ; Table 5 ), and also in the right amygdala, when pleasant was contrasted with neutral scenario (Table 5) . Additionally, the right amygdala showed a greater signal during the imagination of the potential threat scenario than during the neutral scenario (Table 2, Fig. 4B) . A significantly greater signal was observed in the PAG during the imagination of the imminent threat situation than during pleasant (Fig. 4C) , neutral and potential (Table 5) . Fig. 5 shows the betas (columns) ± standard error (bars) of the VOI-GLM analyses for both listening and imagery phases. A trend toward significance between the presentation of the scenarios and changes in ␤-values over time was observed in the Changes in PAG activity were observed [F (23,50) = 3,21, p < 0.001] during the listening phases of the pleasant scenario (p < 0.001) and imminent threat (p < 0.001) and the imagery phases of the scenarios potential (p = 0.023) and imminent threats (p < 0.001). Post hoc analyses showed a significant signal increase in the PAG during the imagery phase of the imminent threat, when compared to all other scenarios (Fisher LSD t values = 2.54, 2.04 and 2.58, p < 0.05).
Discussion
Whole-brain analysis showed that the most arousing scenario (imminent threat) had higher BOLD signal in areas related to secondary auditory processing (middle temporal gyrus) when contrasted with the three remaining scenarios. Brain stem, cerebellum, occipital and inferior parietal gyri were specifically activated for proximal threat scenario only when it was contrasted with neutral or pleasant. This result seems plausible in a way that only these two scenarios are different enough from proximal threat to result in clusters in the brain stem (PAG and thalamus) and cerebellum. If from one side cerebellum is responsible for motor planning and preparedness, PAG and more rostral subcortical structures (thalamus) may be related with responses to emotionally arousing stimuli. As described previously, the results here corroborate the view that information towards activation of the PAG occurs as a function of threat proximity [29] . Interestingly, inverse contrasts against proximal threat resulted in clusters in the right multimodal parietal lobes of the brain, what could suggest top-down modulation of integrative brain areas.
Assuming that mental imagery and actual situations activate the same brain regions [16, 30] , we predicted that imagination of a proximal threat scenario would activate the PAG, while that of potential threat would activate forebrain structures, as previously reported with actual threat situations [13] [14] [15] . Our results meet these predictions. The PAG showed higher BOLD signal during the processing of a situation related to imminent and intense threat when compared with situations representing potential threat, neutral or pleasant content. On the other hand, the BOLD response in the vmPFC during the imagination of the imminent threat scenario was significantly reduced in comparison with the BOLD response during the imagination of the pleasant scenario. The activity of the right amygdala also increased during the processing of a potential threat in comparison to a neutral situation.
The above results are in agreement with those described by Mobbs and co-workers using actual threat situations. In their first study, in which a virtual predator capable of chasing, capturing, and inflicting pain pursued a virtual prey through a maze, there was an increase of brain activity in the vmPFC during the processing of a potential or distant threat, but as the threat became closer, the brain activity shifted to the PAG. Moreover, the magnitude of PAG activation positively correlated with subjective feelings of dread and negatively correlated with feelings of confidence [13] . In a further experiment, it was shown that the anticipation of an aversive event (potential threat) increased the activity of forebrain structures, mainly the vmPFC, hippocampus, hypothalamus and amygdala, whereas imminent threat elicited activity mainly in midbrain areas, including the PAG [14] . Finally, in a study using a phylogenetic threat, the results showed that as a tarantula grew nearer to one of the subject's bare foot, the magnitude of subjective fear correlated with increased activity in the PAG, amygdala, and bed nucleus of the stria terminalis, whereas the vmPFC was activated as the tarantula was moved away [15] . However, we did not find a higher activation of the vmPFC during the potential threat scenario, probably because our paradigm was not strong enough to elicit the activation pattern observed in the studies described above, with actual threat scenarios.
The present linear model pointed to a positive response of the BOLD signal during the listening phase of the imminent threat scenario, when the volunteers had to plan what to do to address the situation pictured in the instructions. This outcome is in accordance with the role attributed to the vmPFC of gathering contingency and contextual information and, indirectly, via the amygdala, of modulating the defensive behavior and the shift from forebrain areas to the midbrain PAG activation in more intense threat situations [9, 14] .
In the same direction, during the listening phase of the imminent threat there was an increase in the BOLD signal of ACC, bilaterally, which may be related to its proposed function of monitoring goal-directed behavior, processing stimulus valence, and engaging attention to relevant stimuli [31, 32] . During the imagery phase, there was a negative BOLD signal in ACC; bilaterally, during the imagery condition. This result can be associated to the proposition that the ACC is mainly activated at the early stages of demanding tasks, when it is integrating sensorial and autonomic information [33] . It is interesting to note that this pattern of hemodynamic activity in the ACC during the processing of an imminent threat was not observed during the processing of a less intense and more ambiguous situation. However, a situation supposed to be neutral presented an alternative pattern of association − a positive signal during the listening phase and negative signal during the imagery phase. A possible explanation for this phenomenon is that even though the situation is neutral, the scenario required actions as answering the phone and making preparations for the appointment. In contrast, the waking up with a vague and dubious distal noise in the second scenario may lack this call to action on specific objects or people.
We also found an increased BOLD signal in the right amygdala during the imagination phase of the scenarios, not only with aversive content, but also with appetitive content. The amygdala is associated with hedonic valence attribution, more specifically reward processing [34, 35] and also intensity-related activation [36] . Nevertheless, we were not able to discriminate which amygdalar nuclei would be involved in positive or negative emotional processing due to the low spatial resolution of the fMRI technique used. In the present experiment, the common factor was the salience of the emotional content [37, 38] of the three scenarios that activated the amygdala. Accordingly, the brain activity of the right amygdala during the neutral scenario was significantly lower than during the pleasant scenario.
The meaning of the present fMRI analysis is underscored by the present assessment of behavioral responses associated with the different imagined scenarios. Supporting the hypothesis that mental imagery is a suitable paradigm for the investigation of defensive neural processing in humans, the obtained results showed that different narrative scenarios provoked expected changes in subjective feelings to the scenario's features, from neutral and pleasant to potential and imminent danger.
The rating of qualities of the mental imagery task showed that, in general, the images were easy and clearly imagined, visualized as medium sized pictures. Moreover, the task of assuming actions to specific situations was evaluated as easy to perform, with preservation of the content of the narratives. These results are comparable to previously reported observations with a similar paradigm of conspecific confrontation scenarios showing a reduction in cerebral blood flow in vmPFC during the imagination of a defensive attack behavior [19] . Interestingly, the scenarios selected to represent the extremes of the hedonic valence continuum (pleasant scenario vs. imminent threat) were the ones imagined with best clarity. The engagement of the volunteers with the task was also successfully evaluated, based on the reported reduction in cognitive impairment after the imagery phase, independently of the scenario, and with no increase in sedation.
According to Lang et al. [6] , the scenarios were evaluated in terms of hedonic valence, and arousal. Overall, although the differences in the subjective responses for the different scenarios were mild, our findings draw a gradient of threat, from a neutral situation to an intense threat, with a moderate threat placed at an intermediate position; to the opposite direction was a pleasant and calming scenario. This gradient was supported by the data regarding subjective anxiety. Both threatening situations studied -the distal/potential scenario and the proximal and high magnitude threat scenario -were able to increase subjective anxiety. However, complaints about discomfort and somatic symptoms of anxiety were significantly increased only after the imminent threat, most likely because it represents a threat that demands urgent responses. In the previous validation studies of these aversive scenarios [4, 5, 39] , the first choice response for this scenario was to attack, coherent with the evaluation of the highest magnitude of threat, lowest possibility of escape and lowest possibility of finding a hiding place. On the other hand, the first choice response for the most ambiguous scenario was to check out the situation, which corresponds to the risk assessment behavior observed in rodents.
This study has several limitations: the sample size of both experiments was small, and women were the most who volunteered to participate, moreover, without control for the phase of the menstrual cycle; then we must be careful in generalizing the results to other populations. The Blanchards' scenarios are a tool resulting from a composite of five dimensions influencing threat evaluation, not being our intent, in order to maintain its construct and its ecological validity, to isolate only one of them [40] . However, we introduced a new factor, the prosody in the auditory stimuli, intentionally chosen to increase emotional engagement of subjects.
The choice of single prototypical scenarios of proximal and distal threat implies restriction to the generalization, but it was done because of the complexity of the fMRI exam. We tried to avoid very long data collection that increases the chance of head movements and fatigue. We also did not check for order effect of scenario presentation in the behavioral and fMRI paradigms. As an exploratory study, order testing would extend excessively the experimental session or demand a bigger sample. Once the decision of not prolonging the fMRI task was taken, the scenarios were presented in a fixed sequence. We hoped that the interval between two scenarios used was sufficient to disengage the volunteer and prevent a carry-over effect from one situation to the next, especially from potential to imminent threat. Even so, we recognize the need to test order effect in future studies. Finally, the fMRI technique used has relatively low spatial resolution, what could raise some criticism on problems of VOI sizes, spatial filter range and anatomical location. This point could be especially relevant in the e PAG. Nevertheless, even though some results in the VOIs analysis are not coincident with previous results [13, 41] , our whole-brain contrast maps indicate that the clusters showing differential activities are in PAG, chiefly in the proximal threat condition.
Conclusion
In spite of these shortcomings, the present results show, to our knowledge for the first time, that imaginary scenarios of imminent and potential threat modulate brain structures related to fear and anxiety not as strong as but in the same way as actual threat situations [13] [14] [15] , and, in both cases, the activation pattern was consistent with that reported in non-human species. Therefore, the present results indicate that neural processing of relevant behavioral processes can be studied in human subjects using mental imagery, obviating the ethical and practical limitations of real threat situations. Once it is known that different mental disorders embody disturbance in the defensive system, future research investments might disentangle the dimensions influencing of the agonist encounter that compose the threat intensity, as distance, and shed light on specific contribution to the defensive processing. Because anxiety and fear disorders are likely to involve dysfunction of brain structures that control different defense strategies, such studies are likely to enhance our understanding of the pathophysiology of these disorders.
